Click here and insert your abstract text. Intrusion Detection technology is importantly composed part. And it makes up for absence about firewall and data security protection. This paper carried out based on clustering techniques of intrusion detection of research. The information theory knowledge introduction put forward a new kind of clustering algorithm used in intrusion detection, put forward the clustering analysis for mainline intrusion detection algorithm connected records, the algorithm is calculated data record record information entropy and relative entropy of clustering to clustering.
Introduction
With more and more research data mining technology is applied to the intrusion detection, a lot of problems to solve the intrusion detection data mining algorithm was suggested. In the abnormal intrusion detection, the basic premise is anomaly detection data itself with audit the inherent characteristics of behavior consistent with regularity, so through the analysis of the audit log data between normal and abnormal behavior. However, due to the lack of characteristic data depict auditing theoretical analysis tools, the vast majority of intrusion detection model based on expert knowledge construction is the basis of intuition or not, this model is accurate and complete, and often the validity of the model result is restricted. Without supervision method can reveal to us some internal regularity of observed data and structure. We can get through this method, some valuable information, can effectively design has targeted classifier.
The paper introduces the basic concept of several information theory, discusses how to apply the theory of information measurement to measure design data internal regularity of information entropy, the method combined with clustering model establishment. Because of the clustering algorithm USES is a kind of "guiding learning method", it doesn't rely on training data, but with similarity based on group records.
The Introduction of the Concept of Information Entropy
Information entropy theory of communication and information is a very important concept, it is a random variable degree of uncertainty of values[1] [2] . And collection of data and information entropy can be used as a collection of data of irregular degree of purity, or measure.From the Angle of random process, introduces the concept of entropy, Set a random variables X , the may the values of the set ( ) S X , ( ) p x is the probability function of X ,so information entropy ( ) E X formula:
Here ( ) E X is the information entropy of random variables, it is a measure of uncertainty of random variables a measure of value.
Definition 1: For a data set of X data item that belongs to each of a class x , x x C , then the classification of species relative to x C , the entropy of X is defined as:
( ) p x that belong to the class in which the data item x , the probability in the collection, and x C is a collection of classes.
Records with multiple attributes for the information entropy of 1 2 , ,..... n X X X X is calculated as follows: ( 3 ) If the record independent of each other between the attributes, attribute values can be converted into the joint probability the product of the probability of each attribute, so the total entropy equal to entropy of each attribute and: 1 2 .... n E X E X E X E X ( 4 ) For data collection, the entropy of a typical explanation is to determine which category an item of data that must be used in the encoding bits. Entropy has a classification attribute for a record deal with clustering problems. According to the clustering of the judging criteria, the data in the same cluster more similar to the better, more orderly the data, the more pure, that the similarity of the data the better. Therefore, "the smaller the entropy value, the better clustering" is the assessment of the application of information entropy theory of clustering quality standards. ( | ) log
x C x p x relEntropy p q p x q x ( 5 ) The main character relative entropy as follows:
log 0
x C x p x p x q x 's necessary and sufficient condition is ( )
From the above properties, when ( ) p x and ( ) q x as two discrete distribution, the relative entropy as a measure of the degree of coincidence between the two. Relative entropy of two data sets can be used to measure the closeness of the laws, the smaller the relative entropy, indicating the regularity of the two data sets more similar, if the relative entropy is 0, it means that the two data sets have the same regularity [3] .
Formal Description of Intrusion Detection Clustering
The information entropy of the classification of the invasion of property records using a similar deal with the clustering coefficient of intrusion detection with classification of property records dealing with the same clustering results. Information theory using the above described clustering for intrusion detection knowledge of formal description.
First, the definition of a connection must first log R , R defined model is as follows: This problem is a typical complete problem, the specific proof is based on the famous theorem up Cook proven, concrete evidence slightly.
To this end, we use the information described above a combination of entropy and relative entropy value of the entropy come reclassified. First, we need a clear definition of function model, our goal is to make the minimum expectation of information entropy portfolio, portfolio expected entropy expression can be defined as: 
Clustering Intrusion Detection
Clustering algorithm proposed in this paper the basic idea is: if B connection record by the intrusion detection database composed of R , k N is an integer, intrusion detection based on information theory 2) Cluster computing center is not as all the rest of the other records the order will be recorded in the database records one by one cluster of processing for each record to find a suitable clustering. Specific implementation strategies are: First, a record pre-assigned to a cluster, this record also calculated to increase the information entropy of the clustering, and other records of the clustering does not increase the information entropy unchanged. Then, according to the formula (6) Calculate the pre-distribution scheme that combination of circumstances relative entropy values. Then, the record pre-assigned to other cluster calculations for the same in all the relative information entropy to find the combination of the minimum entropy that pre-distribution scheme is the best option.
3) The determination of threshold in the re-classification of the cluster we set threshold to create a new class of a judge as a point of definition of this threshold will directly affect the accuracy of intrusion detection level of false positives. 4) Concrete realization of roughly as follows: in the initialization process, we have defined least similar k records as the initial cluster C -value. Therefore, we define as:
defined here as any two of the sub-cluster cluster sum of information entropy, determined by calculating the average threshold. This threshold can be defined more precise definition of the clustering re-classification. When we determine a complete data record, you need to update the threshold, that is, for any two cluster re-summation, and then determine the threshold . 
6)
If there is a new cluster formation, then re-adjusted for clustering. Otherwise go to step two to judge on the next record until all records to determine completion.
Conclusion
This paper will information entropy theory is introduced into the clustering of solution. Establish the data model by obtaining information entropy clustering inside and clustering between relative entropy and method to solve the intrusion detection based on entropy clustering problem. Through the use of information entropy standard screening initial clustering collections, according to minimize expectations relative combination entropy information to increasing land will record to join clustering, and at the same time defines threshold processing method solves the order of clustering cluster quality correlation to the ill effects of. For the introduction of threshold, throughout the intrusion detection algorithm, played a key role for each record, when its placement in one clustering o-quinones, can decide it on the clustering
